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About This Software

MovingPictures enables viewing of videos and galleries of (.png, .jpg, and .gif) images using the Vive VR headset. Using one or
both controllers, you can load videos and images from your computer, then freely move them around and resize them in the VR

space in front of you. If at any point you forget the controls, you can simply turn around to see them mapped out on the Vive
controller.

For videos, you can fast-forward and rewind, select a specific time in the video, choose whether the video repeats after reaching
the end, and adjust the volume. For images, you can switch from image to image to view all the images in the opened folder in-
order. Images can be viewed one-at-a-time, as a row of all images in the folder, or as a column of those images. The images can

keep their relative proportions, or be resized to have either the same width or the same height.

Supported Video Formats:  .mp4, .avi, .flv, .wmv, .mov, .qt, .3gp, .swf, .mkv, .ogg, .webm
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Title: MovingPictures: VR Video and Image Viewer
Genre: Photo Editing, Utilities, Video Production
Developer:
Aaron Kunkle
Publisher:
Aaron Kunkle
Release Date: 5 May, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1 or later, Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590, AMD FX 8350 equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or better

Storage: 132 MB available space

English
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this is ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥, when you try to play the game, it freezes halfway through, fix?. Game runs for the most part pretty well
(I did notice a few hiccups upon starting battles and times when the audio would go off for awhile). Price is also very fair.

Story is your typical cliche highschoolers with magical powers save the world from some evil antagonist. The battle system is
very similar to Valkyria Chronicles with the ability to pass your turn to extend a teammates turn. Very early on in the game you
learn that there is a traitor among your ranks and you must use your insight to figure out who it is and convince your party
members as to who the traitor can be.

This game has a true ending that requires a second playthrough with minor differences to the first. My favorite feature in this
game is that you can assign any party member abilities from other members who are no longer in your party.

Overall: 8/10
Intro story voice acting still sucks.. Great and Hard runner! Good Game. does anyone know how to change your sponsors in the
career mode?. Feels sloppy and unfinished. I'd rather play qop series again.
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Level 14 and I struggle on easy mode without grinding.. Great game!. This game has no pacing. Within the first few seconds, it
threw in a boss along with a ton of enemies. After the encounter I was left with only 20% health. The game then threw in 2
bosses at the same time after defeating those enemies. A normal bullet-hell would send a wave or two of enemies, then have a
big boss battle with just a few minor enemies. Also, the screen becomes so filled with enemies that you have to take a ton of
damage because there is absolutely no way to avoid it with how large the projectiles are. I bought this game awhile ago and I can
understand why it is free now. I feel like it could be a decent game, if it wasn't for the awful pacing and hitboxes.. Seriously, do
not buy this game, i was trying to play it, everything was kind of good, but it lags horribly, even of high end PCs, there isn't a
single graphic tweak in the game and the config files are encrypted, it always says that i must lower the resolution because it's
slow, and i can't get anything lower than 1024x768, still the game says it must be lower, thanks to this issue you cannot play it
correctly, the enemy tanks fire at will at you and you recieve more damage than anything else. another big issue it's one
achievement for 25 checkpoints on a bonus level... you've just started the level and you have 5 seconds to reach the next
checkpoint, and the next one give you even less time, it's impossible to get it, i was going to give it a so-so recommendation but
now it's the worst steam game i've ever played, DO NOT BUY THIS GAME!!!!!!!!!!!!!, by the way it's extremely easy, you get
achievements all of the time and it can be finished it a couple of hours.. It is such an interesting toy to witness evolution at it's
finest and dear god is evolution slow. Even so, I find it almost enlightening to see so many speciations occur which just result in
the their extinction.

As of this review, the current version v0.12.0.8, the performance has been spectacularly improved compared to earlier versions.
I have ran 1000 creatures at 60 FPS where before I could barely run 600 at 15 FPS. Unfortunately, the most recent versions are
plagued with crashes, particularly the same crash over and over again. I still highly recommend it as I'm confident that crash will
eventually be fixed.. Well, the graphics aren`t the best. But the gameplay is kinda fun... and i enjoy it! The game is not that easy
if you want to get all stars. And that`s a nice challenge!. Purty...purty...purty...purty...purty good.. THIS GAME IS AWSOME
AMAZING IN EVERY WAY LOVE EVERYTHING ABOUT IT ITS CREEPY VERY SCARY AND IT KEEPS ME
WANTING TO PLAY IT AND WANTING MORE I TRULY LOVE THIS GAME. <3. i like the art please make more girls
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